Correlation of ionization potentials and HOMO energies versus relative reactivities of Cl2, of Br2, and of I2 with representative acyclic alkenes. comparison with other additions to alkenes.
Plots of log k(rel) versus IP or versus HOMO for the title reactions are presented; similarities and differences among the reactions are discussed. The Cl2 and Br2 data each show a single line of correlation with positive slope for all alkenes regardless of the steric requirements; increasing substitution at the double bond increases the reaction rate, indicating an electrophilic reaction. Each plot of the I2 data calculated for adsorption exhibits a natural separation into groups of similarly substituted alkenes, in which increased substitution reduces the rate. Within each group, a good-to-excellent correlation is observed, with a lower IP generally corresponding to a higher relative rate. The results indicate that the relative magnitude of the steric requirements about the double bond is similar to that of the electronic effects in iodination. Plot shapes for iodination are compared to those of other reactions, such as hydroboration, oxymercuration, complexation with Ag+, and complexation with MeHg+.